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22.04.2024
Mair Ffion Jones (Centre for Advanced Welsh and Celtic Studies, Aberystwyth)
Performing past and present: The self-fashioning of Angharad Llwyd (1780–1866), antiquary, author, and facilitator

06.05.2024
Gisbert Hemprich (University of Bonn), Erich Poppe (University of Marburg), Patricia Ronan (TU University Dortmund)
In memoriam Hildegard Tristram: remembering a versatile scholar

03.06.2024
Bernadette Smelik (Radboud University, Nijmegen)
The Dragon’s daughter: Maartje Draak as defender of Celtic Studies in the Netherlands

24.06.2024
Anna Muradova (independent scholar, Tbilisi)
A step towards Celtic Studies in Russia: Ekaterina Balobanova (1847–1927) and her collection of Breton legends

18:00 (CET) online
Please register at celtic@uni-bonn.de
Prof. Dr. Elena Parina (Bonn)
Prof. Dr. Alderik Blom (Marburg)
The link will be sent to participants shortly before the event

Universität Bonn
www.iaak.uni-bonn.de/keltologie

Universität Marburg
www.uni-marburg.de/de/fb10/iksl/faecher/keltologie